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Summary 

 

The purpose of my thesis is not only to summarize the list of actions which we can find in 

The Czech civil process, but describe them and make focus on some of the main problems 

in applications and interpretation of actions. The thesis is composed of fifteen chapters, 

each of them dealing with different aspects of actions. I have looked into the issues by 

method of research in literature and judicature and analyzes of main problems in comparing 

with judicature. 

 

First chapter is simply introductory to the area. Second chapter introduce actions generally 

and define basic terminology used in the thesis. In the first part of second chapter we can 

find short entrance to the history of actions. The term of action in the civil remedial law 

represents a universal procedural means of the protection of rights which is not directly 

linked with material law directed at its protection. All the more this frequently applied 

institute is important since it provides prevention although indirectly for the rights which 

are threatened by legal insecurity and so it serves to fulfill the fundamental principles of a 

democratic state guaranteed by the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, particularly the 

principle of peace (legal security) and the right of just suit: „Everybody can sue for his/her 

right using a defined procedure at an independent and impartial court or in specific cases 

at another body“.1 A key role in the formation of the action uses is played by the judicature 

which often sets up the limits of the use of actions. By actions, the protection of a wide 

range of civil relations can be sued for. With regard to their diversity, the herein given list 

of actions can be taken for comprehensive. Third chapter of this thesis describes all 

necessary formalities of actions, which has to be always respected. Fourth chapter is 

concentrate on effects which action cause, first part describe procedural-law effects and 

second part material-law effects.  

 

 

It could seem that the application of this legal instrument in practice does cause any great 
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difficulties. Nevertheless, there are and there have been inconsistent views regarding its 

application. We can find different opinions in judicature and in the available professional 

literature. The same is true for the not infrequently different standpoints concerning 

individual kinds of actions and their classification which is to be considered just a kind of 

“technical” division. Chapter five shows types of actions, which are used in The Czech 

Civil lawsuit. 

 

Chapter six contains regulation of declaratory actions, in which I have mainly focused on 

and this chapter is subdivided into seven parts. First part points out historical review and 

second and third part point out necessary requirements of declaratory actions. Following 

four parts illustrates chosen kind of declaratory actions with looks at decisions issued by 

courts.  

 

Chapter seven analyzes remedial actions and chapter eight compares remedial actions with 

declaratory actions. Ninth chapter characterizes status declaratory actions and consist to 

three parts, each of them give account of one status declaratory action. Tenth chapters is 

about declaratory actions which declare origination, amendment or expiration of legal 

relationship and part one of this chapter mentions one sort of this action.  

 

Eleventh chapter presents classes actions, which is actual matter and chapter twelve is 

focused on cross actions and concentrates on problem resulting from inadequate legal 

regulations. Chapter thirteen explains which dispositions with actions are allowed in 

accordance with Civil Procedure Code. This Chapter is splited in two parts; first part 

provides modification and second withdrawal. Fourteenth chapter contains brief description 

of civil process and general recitation of actions subsisting in The Great Britain. 

 

At the close of this thesis we can find summarizing of important elements in the thesis. 

Positively legal regulations of actions and there with associated questions is satisfactory in 

some aspects. On the other hand, many issued have not been regularized yet and their 

                                                                                                                                                           
1 art. 36par. 1 Bill of Rights 
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limitation has been left up to the judicature which has been of cardinal importance there, as 

it had been already solved. A change of legislation is more than desired in some fields.  

 

Based on the above given it can be concluded that the listing of action kinds as regularized 

by the valid Civil Procedure Code in the Czech legal order is not quite sufficient. First of 

all, the Civil Procedure Code does not know, however their existence is given by material 

legal enactments and therefore such actions are used in practice. With this fact a number of 

questions and obscurities are connected, both application and interpretation ones. Desirable 

is a suitable adaptation of “classe action” to the Czech legal environment and also make 

legal form for cross actions. I suggest also, that courts should sometimes more carefully 

apply the legal regulations.  

 


